Marangoni Interaction of a Liquid Droplet
Falling onto a Liquid Pool

The study of flow behavior in a simulated GMAW weld pool offers insight into inclusion distribution in welds
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ABSTRACT. A water-alcohol physical model was built to study the relative strengths of the driving forces responsible for fluid motion when a liquid droplet falls onto an isothermal liquid bath. This model simulates the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) operation in which a filler metal is used. The droplet has a surface tension and density that are different from the pool. It was found that the surface tension force generated the strongest flow when compared with buoyancy force and stirring force induced by the falling droplet. Furthermore, the relative difference in the surface tension between the drop and the liquid pool determines the flow pattern direction. If the droplet has a larger surface tension than the pool, then the surface flow is directed inward and a deep flow loop is created. The reverse occurs when the droplet has a lower surface tension in which an outward surface flow is generated. These observations suggest that the role of the droplet-induced Marangoni flow should not be precluded from flow analyses in GMAW. Furthermore, these flow behaviors are suspected to be responsible for inclusion distribution in the weldment.

Introduction

In gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), the importance of surface tension driven or Marangoni flow has been widely investigated (Refs. 1–6). This thermocapillary driven convection is known to affect the structure and properties of the final weldment through the shape of the weld pool and its associated solidification phenomena (Refs. 1–8). The bulk of the analyses on Marangoni flow tend to focus on the role of surface active species, primarily S, although O, Se and Te are also known to affect flow behavior for iron-based alloys (Ref. 2). This approach is deemed justifiable in the case of autogenous welding since Marangoni flow has been identified as the most dominant factor controlling weld pool convection.

When filler metal is used, such as in gas metal arc welding (GMAW), there has been extensive characterization on the filler metal behavior in the welding arc (Refs. 9–15). Much has been studied on the droplet behavior in flight, droplet detachment rates, droplet transfer mechanisms and droplet stability. However, the Marangoni interaction of the molten filler metal when it touches the weld pool has not been addressed. Since convective flow in the weld pool is largely controlled by surface tension effects at low arc currents, this interaction should affect the outcome of the flow behavior in the weld pool and thus deserves further study.

In this paper, a water-alcohol physical model has been designed to simulate the interaction between a liquid droplet (filler metal) and a liquid bath (weld pool) at ambient conditions. This low-temperature model permits direct observation and characterization of the flow behavior. Furthermore, the model offers a means of studying and visualizing particle (inclusion) behavior under various flow conditions. It is felt that these scoping studies will permit more detailed experimental and computational work to be initiated.

Description of Marangoni Behavior in the Weld Pool

Marangoni flow is defined as the flow attributed to surface tension gradients. In welding, this thermocapillary action is given as (Refs. 3–6):

$$\tau_{\text{MC}} = -\mu \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial z} = (\frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial C} \frac{\partial C}{\partial z})$$  (1)

where the Marangoni shear, $\tau_{\text{MC}}$, is due to the surface tension dependence on temperature, $\mu$ is the viscosity of the weld pool, $u$ is the radial surface velocity, $z$ is the axial coordinate, $\gamma$ is the surface tension, $T$ is the surface temperature, and $x$ is the radial surface coordinate.

The mechanism responsible for this surface motion can be described in the following terms: 1) as the temperature increases, the surface tension of pure liquid generally decreases; 2) this will cause the surface tension coefficient, $\partial \sigma / \partial T$, to be less than zero; 3) the weld pool surface temperature profile is such that it is hotter in the middle of the pool than at the edges; 4) thus, if $\partial \sigma / \partial T < 0$, then the surface tensions are lowest at the center of the pool and highest at the edges; 5) as a result, an outward surface flow field is generated; 6) sometimes, the presence of surface active species such as S can produce positive $\partial \sigma / \partial T$ due to segregation effects (Ref. 2). In this instance, an inward surface flow loop results.

By the same token that Marangoni shear can be temperature driven, it can also be concentration driven:

$$\tau_{\text{MC}} = -\mu \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial C} = (\frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial C} \frac{\partial C}{\partial z})$$  (2)

where $\tau_{\text{MC}}$ is the Marangoni shear attributed to the surface tension dependence on concentration and $C$ is the sur-
When a liquid droplet falls onto an isothermal liquid pool, three types of flow motion can be generated as a result of the interaction between the droplet and the pool. These include:

1. **Total Submergence**: The droplet penetrates deeply into the pool, with all its volume submerged.
2. **Partial Submergence**: The droplet is partially immersed, with only part of its volume in contact with the pool.
3. **Non-Submergence**: The droplet remains partially above the surface, with little or no contact with the pool.

These motions are induced by various forces, including:

- **Surface Tension Force** ($F_c$)
- **Marangoni Forces** ($F_{M+}, F_{M-}$)
- **Buoyancy Forces** ($F_{b^+}, F_{b^-}$)

The direction of these forces is indicated by arrows, with bold arrows showing the motion induced by the corresponding forces. The direction of force ($F$) and motion ($M$) are also specified, with subscripts indicating the nature of the force or motion. For example, $M_{c}$ represents Marangoni force due to concentration gradient, $M_{s}$ represents Marangoni force due to stirring, $M_{b^+}$ represents buoyancy force (density gradient $\rho_d > \rho_p$), and $M_{b^-}$ represents buoyancy force (density gradient $\rho_d < \rho_p$).

The surface tension concentration of the molten pool is often found to be strongly dependent on composition, which can significantly influence the droplet's behavior. An example of such a situation occurs when the welding process is nonautogenous, whereby a filler metal is added. To some extent, the concentration is temperature dependent, but this $\partial C/\partial x$ term is not considered to be significant, as the pool is rigorously stirred during the welding operation. This assumption is routinely employed in modeling GTAW processes.

The flow mechanism is different from the temperature-driven case described above. The surface tension concentration gradient can exhibit strong dependence with composition (Ref. 16).

It can be deduced that $\partial y/\partial x$ (Equation 2) is very large when the filler metal first comes into contact with the weld pool surface. Actually, it is the sign of $\partial y/\partial x$, which determines the direction of flow. The practical implication is whether the droplet will penetrate into the weld pool or spread out onto the surface. As a result, one may also suspect that the inclusion distribution is affected by this flow circulation.

The key point, then, is to determine which is the larger of the two driving shears, $\tau_{M(T)}$ or $\tau_{M(C)}$, as well as when these shears are active. It is clear that $\tau_{M(T)}$ is dominant during the welding operation when no drop touches the pool, while $\tau_{M(C)}$ is dominant when the drop touches the pool. Furthermore, $\tau_{M(C)}$ tends to be a local phenomenon in the vicinity of the drop. This dual action of Marangoni forces can result in a complex flow behavior. In order to reduce the complexity of the problem and to examine the nature of the concentration-Marangoni effect, only the concentration-capillary action will be examined in this paper. This parametric analysis will allow for the elucidation of the various Marangoni mechanisms in the welding operation.

**Falling Liquid Droplet onto a Liquid Pool**

When a liquid droplet falls onto an isothermal liquid pool, three types of flow motion can be generated as a re-
result of the surface tension difference between the droplet and the pool:

Case A: $\Delta \gamma = \gamma_d - \gamma_p = 0$.
Case B: $\Delta \gamma = \gamma_d - \gamma_p > 0$.
Case C: $\Delta \gamma = \gamma_d - \gamma_p < 0$.

The subscript $d$ and $p$ are for droplet and pool, respectively.

There are four forces that are responsible for driving fluid flow motion in the pool as a result of the falling droplet — Fig. 1:

1) "Stirring" force, $F_s$, due to the momentum of the free falling droplet onto the pool. The stirring force is a function of the droplet velocity as the droplet enters the pool and it induces a downward motion, $M_d$.

2) The "curvature" force, $F_c$, due to the curvature of the droplet as given by the Young and Laplace equation $P_d - P_p = 2\gamma/r$ where $P_d$ and $P_p$ are the pressures of the droplet and pool, respectively, and $r$ is the radius of the droplet. This force acts when the droplet is partially submerged and it also induces a downward motion, $M_d$.

3) Buoyancy force ($F_b^+ + F_b^-$) due to the density difference between the droplet and pool ($\Delta \rho = \rho_d - \rho_p$). The buoyancy force is active when the droplet (assuming the droplet maintains some integrity) is submerged and is a function of $\Delta \rho$; thus, it can induce either an upward ($M_b^+$) or a downward ($M_b^-$) motion.

4) Marangoni force ($F_{M+}$ or $F_{M-}$) due to the surface tension difference between the droplet and pool. This Marangoni force acts when the droplet is partially submerged and can be in either direction depending on the sign of $\Delta \gamma$. The induced motions ($M_{M+}$ or $M_{M-}$) are shown likewise.

Having described the driving forces for the droplet-pool interaction, we shall now discuss how these forces manifest themselves with respect to the three cases outlined above, which are also the cases to be examined experimentally.

Case A

This scenario is the base test; the simplest example being a water drop falling onto a water pool — Fig. 2, top. The two forces that are active both produce similar downward motions ($M_{d}$). The stirring force, on the one hand, is a result of the kinetic energy of the drop entering the pool. Naturally, this stirring force is a function of the height at which the drop falls. The curvature force, on the other hand, is a function of the curvature of the drop that is above the free surface datum — Fig. 1. As the drop penetrates into the pool, its shear action will also drag adjacent layers of liquid ($M_p$). A distinct flow pattern is not expected to be generated in this type of flow motion.

Case B

In order to simplify the analysis, let us assume that the droplet falls from a short distance from the free surface such that the falling momentum is not large enough for the droplet to penetrate into the pool. On touching the surface, as $\gamma_d > \gamma_p$ (Fig. 2, center), the drop will have higher surface tension. This will cause it to pull the adjacent surface toward itself ($M_d$). This sudden "pull" is transmitted along the surface of the pool. As a result, an inward surface flow ($M_p$) toward the droplet is created. This inward surface flow will also cause the droplet to be "injected" into the bulk liquid ($M_p$). A distinctive flow loop ($M_p$) may be generated as a result of the flow action $M_p$.

Case C

This is the reverse of Case B, and by similar arguments as above, an outward surface flow ($M_p$ in Fig. 2, lower) is produced. The flow is generated because the pool's surface adjacent to the drop's surface has a higher surface tension and thus pulls the drop's surface away from the center of the drop ($M_d$) onto the surface of the pool. As the drop spreads out ($M_p$), its shear action will also drag adjacent bulk liquid molecules ($M_p$). A distinctive flow pattern may also be generated as the Marangoni forces continue to act as the droplet is diluted.

The key point here is to identify critical parameters that control the quality of the weldment as governed by convective flows. In view of the concepts presented above, the water-alcohol model employed in this study serves to illustrate the nature and relative strengths of the driving forces attributed to the drop (filler metal). In order to obtain more detailed information of the actual welding system, a mathematical model is required that solves for both the temperature and concentration dependence of surface tension. This model is currently under development. Nevertheless, valuable insights can still be gained from the qualitative observations, which should provide a deeper understanding to more elaborate analyses.
Fig. 5. — Behavior of falling drop on a liquid pool. Case numbers correspond to Table 1. The left-hand photograph of each pair shows the drop motion at \( \frac{1}{6} \) s after the drop is discharged from the needle onto the liquid surface, while the right-hand photograph shows the results at 1 s.

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
Experimental

The flow behavior in the pool was observed by means of the particle tracking technique using a dark-field illumination method (Ref. 17). An acrylic cell (Fig. 3) 40 mm (1.6 in.) long, 20 mm (0.78 in.) wide, and 30 (1.2 in.) mm high served as the pool container. A collimated light source was located below the cell, which radiated a narrow beam of light (2 mm wide and spanning 40 mm) through the cell. Only the vertical central section was illuminated. The collimated light was projected onto the base of the cell, which has the dimensions of 40 mm long and 20 mm wide. The purpose of using the collimated light was to maintain a constant beam width.

Liquid droplets were created by means of a syringe-needle (1.25-mm, 0.05-in. OD) arrangement located 3 mm (0.12 in.) from the surface. The droplets are ellipsoidal in shape with 3.0 mm and 2.6 mm (0.1 in.) in the major and minor axes, respectively, for water and 2.5 (0.1 in.) mm and 2.2 mm (0.09 in.) in the major and minor axes, respectively, for 34% alcohol. The particles (Fig. 4) employed for tracking were hollow glass spheres (mean size 100 μm diameter and mean density 0.3 g/cm³). The liquids used were distilled water, ethyl alcohol (C₂H₅OH) and sodium chloride (NaCl). These liquids were chosen so as to show the effects of surface tension driven flow via \(\gamma_d - \gamma_p > 0\), \(\gamma_d - \gamma_p = 0\), \(\gamma_d - \gamma_p < 0\) as given in Table 1.

The observed fluid motion in the pool due to the liquid drop falling onto the pool was recorded by time-lapse photography and videotapes. A relay was used to synchronize the camera shots and the instant the drop was discharged.

Table 1—Composition of Droplets and Bulk Liquids and Their Physical Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Droplet</th>
<th>Pool</th>
<th>(\gamma_d - \gamma_p) (dyne/cm)</th>
<th>(\rho_d - \rho_p) (g/cm³)</th>
<th>(\mu_p) (mP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3% alcohol</td>
<td>8% alcohol</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>8% alcohol</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>-0.0081</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8% alcohol</td>
<td>3% alcohol</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>-0.05387</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34% alcohol</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>-41.0</td>
<td>-0.05387</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>7.6% NaCl</td>
<td>-2.5 (293 K)</td>
<td>-0.05387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Composition is in mass-%. Ethyl alcohol (C₂H₅OH) is used. The viscosities of the bulk liquids are given at the melting point. The pool viscosities are of the same order of magnitude for the cases examined and thus not expected to affect the flow rates significantly.

Figure 5A and B shows the time-lapsed photographs of the experimental conditions given in Table 1. The left side (Fig. 5A) is for a ½-s exposure, while the right side (Fig. 5B) is for a 1-s exposure. The schematic representation of the fluid flow in Fig. 5A and B are summarized in Fig. 6A and B to permit ease of discussion of results. Figure 6A and B is drawn along the concepts developed in Fig. 2A, B and C. The selection of results presented is meant to illustrate which of the three driving forces described above is most critical in controlling fluid motion.

Experimental Results

Case 1

Case 1 (Fig. 5) is the null test showing the depth of penetration due to the water droplet impinging onto the pool. In this instance, both the buoyancy and Marangoni forces are zero. At ½ s, the drop appears to penetrate up to one-third the depth of the pool (~10 mm, 0.4 in.). Note that 1 s after impact, there is no definitive flow pattern being developed.
in the pool. In fact, the flow at 1 s is quite similar to that at % s. The type of flow generated can be said to be of Type 1 shown in Fig. 6A without the C' and E flows.

Cases 2 and 3

In Case 2 (Fig. 5), the droplet penetrated deep into the bath and struck the bottom of the cell within 1 s. Furthermore, a secondary flow loop (E in Fig. 6A) is also generated when the "drop" hits the bottom. Some enclosing surface flow (C') is also evident due to Marangoni effect. Case 3 is similar to Case 2 except that the Dg is 2.25 times larger while Dt is about 1.69 times larger. It is noted that the flow loops in Case 3 are much more intense, indicating that stronger driving forces are active. The flow patterns in Cases 2 and 3 are shown schematically in Fig. 6A as Type 1 flow.

In Cases 2 and 3, all four forces (stirring, curvature, buoyancy, and Marangoni) are present. At % s, note that Cases 2 and 3 penetrated deeper into the pool than the null test (Case 1). The forces that cause this deeper penetration are due to buoyancy and Marangoni effects. The buoyancy forces cause the droplet to sink as it is denser than the bulk liquid, while the Marangoni force causes the droplet to penetrate by means of the mechanism shown in Fig. 2B. The stirring force, Fs, is not responsible for the lower penetration since it can be assumed that the droplet is of the same size and thus of the same velocity, v, as it enters the pool. As for the curvature force, Fc in Case 3 should be identical to that of Case 1 as the droplets are both water. In Case 2, as γ < γH,O, a weaker surface curvature force for the alcohol droplet results in comparison with the water droplet. This means that Fc (Case 1) = Fc (Case 3) > Fc (Case 2), and so the curvature force is also not responsible for the deeper penetration in Cases 2 and 3.

In order to determine the relative strength of the buoyancy force, the same volume of fluid was introduced slowly into the acrylic cell below the surface of the pool. Here, the stirring, curvature, and Marangoni forces were absent. It was observed that the downward flow velocities due to buoyancy were about 30 times smaller than those observed in Case 3. Thus, it was ascertained that the deeper penetrating flows (A) in Cases 2 and 3 were due primarily to Marangoni forces.

Cases 4 and 5

Cases 4 and 5 (Fig. 5) examine the effects when γ < γp. The end result is that radially outward surface flows are generated. Furthermore, a definitive toroidal flow (A in Fig. 6B) is also observed in the bulk fluid (Fig. 5B). The schematic representation of this flow pattern (Type II) is summarized in Fig. 6B where there are penetrating flow (A) due to the falling drop, rising flow (B) due to buoyancy, spreading flow (C) due to Marangoni effect, and toroidal flow (D) due to collision at the walls. Furthermore, the upward flow (B) is assisted by the spreading action (C') during the early stages of contact when the droplet strikes the pool.

Of particular interest is Case 5 at % s exposure where Π/ has been increased by 4.14 times and Π/ has been increased by 6.65 times with respect to Case 4. The spreading action (C') due to Marangoni forces on initial droplet-pool contact is so overwhelming that the droplet does not penetrate into the pool but spreads out rapidly. Note the toroidal flows (A) near the walls as a result of this Marangoni effect (Case 5 — Fig. 6A). Case 5 indicates that the surface tension difference between the droplet and pool is critical in affecting both the droplet behavior and surface flow when the droplet first strikes the pool despite the larger increase in Π/.

Case 6

A final test is performed in which Case 6 has the same Δp as Case 5 but Π/ is much less. At % s, the drop showed about the same penetration depth as Case 1 (Fig. 5A), but the initial spreading (C') is not evident. Furthermore, at 1 s, no definitive flow pattern is noticeable and the flow is less intense than in Case 5. The drop appears to have risen to the top by buoyancy (shown schematically by flow B in Fig. 6B).

Discussion

Marangoni Interaction between Droplet and Pool

The water-alcohol physical model for GMAW indicates that Marangoni force not only controls the flow direction in the acrylic cell but also controls the intensity of the cell. It predominates over the buoyancy force due to density difference, the curvature force due surface curvature, and the stirring force due to the falling drop. This observation indicates that closer attention should be paid to the filler material and workpiece compatibility in terms of surface tension differences.

Inclusion Distribution

The larger questions that are being addressed in this study are the behavior and distribution of inclusions in the weld pool. The hollow glass beads in the liquid pool simulate the inclusions in the weld pool. Their behavior in the physical model may provide clues as to why inclusions segregate at certain regions of the weldment. Such an observation can be explained on the basis of the Marangoni interaction between the filler metal and the workpiece. If γd < γp, then the droplet will penetrate deep into the pool. As the time scale (time to freeze the pool) of the welding operation is of the order of 1 s, these inclusions may be frozen in when they reach the bottom of the pool within this time frame. If γd < γp, the droplet will spread out on the surface of the pool, and the inclusions may tend to segregate near the surface of the weldment.

Temperature-Induced Convection vs. Droplet-Induced Convection

Tsao and Wu (Ref. 21) reported a maximum calculated velocity of the order of 6-9 cm/s (2.4-3.5 in./s) for GMAW at 290 A solely on the basis of the Sf/T effect. The typical velocities measured in our physical model are of the order of 4-20 cm/s (1.6-7.9 in./s). It is reassuring to know that the droplet-induced Marangoni convection, through the Reynolds number, is of the same order of magnitude as the temperature-induced Marangoni convection, although it should be qualified that a closer examination of the surface tension similarity is needed to further substantiate the claim. This observation suggests that the role of the droplet-induced Marangoni flow should not be precluded from flow analyses in GMAW.

Physical Model Simplification

The physical model employed represents considerable simplification of the GMAW problem as described below.

Dilution of the Droplet

In the cases studied, some dilution of the droplet did occur. That is, the analyses did not address the part of the droplet that was submerged in Fig. 2B and C. It is necessary to account for this mixing by considering the convective and diffusive flows into the bulk liquid. Nevertheless, the physical model does indicate that despite the dilution effects, Marangoni flow is still very evident and dominant.

Frequency of Droplet Transfer

This physical model simulated the lower limit of the GMAW operation in terms of droplet mass transfer rate. Generally, the rate of spray transfer is a function of factors such as arc current, filler...
metal and shielding gas. For steel, it can vary from 0 to 80 drops per second for a 100- to 200-A arc in Ar (Ref. 9).

The effect of multiple droplets falling onto the pool in affecting weld pool flow circulation needs to be addressed. Naturally, if this scenario is modeled at room temperature, the flow that results will be quite difficult to characterize. In this instance, a mathematical model may be helpful in describing the flow patterns generated.

Weld Pool Convection

In welding, Marangoni flows will still be produced in the absence of filler metal, due to thermocapillary action. The direction of flow, and thus the weld pool shape, is established by the concentration of the surface active species (Refs. 5, 6).

The manner in which the weld pool convection can be altered by the filler metal with a different surface tension is dependent upon the magnitude between \( T_{\text{M(T)}} \) (Equation 1) and \( T_{\text{M(C)}} \) (Equation 2). Clearly, \( \delta g/\delta T \) is small (\( \sim 10^{-3} \) N/m-K) although \( \delta T/\delta x \) is large due to the steep temperature gradients at the surface. It has been calculated that \( T_{\text{M(T)}} \) is of the order of 100-200 Pa (Ref. 22). Incidentally, the gas shear over the free surface due to the shielding gas is of the order of 10-40 Pa (Ref. 23) and is not a significant shear to the weld pool surface. As for \( T_{\text{M(C)}} \), it has been previously stated that \( \delta T/\delta x \) is large (probably a step function) when the drop hits the pool. Thus, \( T_{\text{M(C)}} \) can be a considerable driving force at the initial stages of mixing. This effect should be borne in mind in mathematical modeling studies.

Concentration Dependency in the Weld Pool

It is well known that there is a relationship between \( \gamma \) and concentration (Ref. 16). It is reasonable to assume that there is a concentration dependency in the weld pool as a result of temperature variations and the solubilities. This dependency may lead to surface tension variations and thus create Marangoni flows. However, such an event is unlikely since the weld pool is rigorously stirred and well mixed. The addition of filler metal to the weld pool represents a more drastic change in concentration than that caused by the weld pool temperature. Therefore, it is suspected that Marangoni flow due to concentration gradient as a result of solubility is not a major driving force in the weld pool.

Dynamic Similarity of the Physical Model

The physical model (acrylic cell) was designed on the basis of the dimensions typically found in weld pools. Furthermore, it also has the capability of simulating moving welding operations by means of moving the needle. No attempt was made to satisfy the dynamic similarity of Marangoni flows through the Marangoni number because the surface tension of the filler metal is usually unknown. Furthermore, the Marangoni number needs to be modified to account for the surface tension dependence on concentration. Efforts are being initiated to measure the surface tension of commercial filler metals by means of x-ray radiography on a sessile drop in this laboratory.

Conclusions

Using an isothermal water-alcohol physical model to simulate the filler metal (liquid droplet) and weld pool (bulk liquid) interaction of a gas metal arc welding operation, it was found that:

1. Marangoni flow due to the surface tension difference between the droplet and liquid pool is the dominant force that controls both the direction and intensity of the pool circulation.

2. If the droplet has a surface tension that is larger than the pool, then the droplet will penetrate deep into the liquid pool due to surface tension interaction between the droplet and the bulk liquid (Fig. 2B and Fig. 5A — Case 2).

3. If the droplet has a surface tension that is much smaller than the pool, then the droplet will spread out onto the surface as it impinges onto the pool (Fig. 2C and Fig. 5A — Case 5). In this instance, the momentum of the falling droplet was not sufficient to cause it to penetrate into the pool.
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